The Honors Capstone Handbook offers students, faculty mentors, Departmental Honors Advisors, and academic advisors clear guidelines and advice for the successful completion of Honors capstone projects. Because a traditional long essay—or thesis—is just one of many possible capstone options, the handbook uses the broader term “capstone” to describe this final Honors project.
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What is the Purpose of an Honors Capstone Project?

As educational experiences designed to cap off the Honors curriculum, Honors capstone projects both showcase the value of an Honors education and act as springboards to the future. Honors students completing capstone projects learn far more than academic skills or new information: they develop as creative, critical, and engaged thinkers who can research independently, communicate and collaborate across disciplines, and articulate the impact of their ideas upon their communities. These skills will continue to shape their work on every future project they undertake. The capstone may be the first long-term project in a career of research and/or creative production, or it may allow students to practice other important professional skills, including both humility in response to success and resilience in the face of unexpected difficulties. While capstones are polished projects characterized by excellence, they need not be perfect; the goal is to teach students how to become better thinkers, problem-solvers, and professionals who are capable of managing and completing a high-quality project.

Because these projects are designed to be both personally and professionally valuable to students, their topics vary according to each student’s major(s) and interests. Honors students begin the program by accepting the poet Horace’s challenge (our motto): “Sapere aude”—or “Dare to Know.” That dare challenges students to ask questions, seek answers, and share knowledge, and the Honors capstone is the ultimate “Dare to Know.” Having completed this project, Honors students leave USU as developing researchers or creative practitioners in their fields and skillful advocates for the value of their own work, qualities that distinguish them from their peers as they apply for jobs, graduate programs, fellowships, internships, or volunteer opportunities.

What Do Honors Students Value in the Capstone?

Honors students find the process of completing a capstone project to be both challenging and valuable. Our recent graduates can perhaps articulate most clearly the value of an Honors capstone experience:

Madeleine Alder (International Studies and Economics): “My capstone project pushed me to continue daring to learn new things and daring to bring together years of work in one cumulative project. [I learned] to think critically, build a relationship my mentor, and synthesize much of what I learned throughout my undergraduate education.”

Jessica Martin (Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education): “Although it was difficult at times to balance classes, work, and my capstone project, I feel much more prepared for the demands of graduate school, where I will be expected to perform well in classes and work in the clinic.”

Tanner Pruett (Choral Education): “This capstone project created a unique opportunity for me to research a topic in depth and use it to make a positive change.”

Emma Greenwood (Psychology): “One of the most valuable parts of creating this capstone was the confidence it gave me.”

Emily Bonebrake (Wildlife Ecology and Management): “The Honors Capstone experience has proved to be a great end cap to my experience at Utah State University, and I will forever appreciate the memories, skills, and relationships that I have gained.”

Hayden Hoopes (Management Information Systems): “Completing a capstone project has been a tough, but worthwhile, experience. It gave me a safe way to complete innovative research under the guidance of a talented mentor and has helped me to learn about my own skills.”
**Quick Overview: Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How?**

**Who?** Every Honors graduate completes a capstone, which is the final building block in the Honors curriculum.

**What?** Regardless of subject matter, the Honors capstone project demonstrates an Honors student’s ability to take responsibility for their educational experience by thinking independently, managing a long-term project, and communicating their ideas with others. The capstone requirement to collaborate with a mentoring professor guarantees every Honors student an intellectual, professional, and personal guide on the path to their post-graduation future. The capstone is an exciting opportunity to grow and prepare for the next steps, and students earn a total of **5 Honors points** (one for the proposal, one for the work plan, and three for the capstone itself) when they complete the capstone process.

**Where?** The foundational research or creative work of a capstone project can take place anywhere: in the field or at the library, on an internship or in the community, at USU or abroad. Students can also choose specific pathways to Honors graduation that shape where, how, and with whom they work. All Honors graduates will have completed the requirements for the Undergraduate Research transcript designation as part of Honors requirements, but they must apply to the Office of Research to earn that designation. Those who study abroad and master a language can become Global Engagement Scholars, while those whose work clearly engages with and serves the community can earn the Community-Engaged Scholar designation. These transcript designations help to demonstrate where and how students engaged in their capstone work.

**When?** Students usually begin planning for capstones a year before they complete them (typically 3-4 semesters before graduation) by taking HONR 3900 (a pass/fail capstone preparation course) and submitting an Honors capstone proposal (the final assignment of HONR 3900, which earns 1 Honors point upon approval). They can also earn Honors points by completing Honors Mentoring Agreements for preliminary capstone research at any point, although the substantial research and writing required for the capstone itself cannot be part of any Honors Mentoring Agreement, in keeping with **USU's Academic Honesty/Integrity policy**. Students typically take HONR 4900 or another approved Honors capstone course (e.g., ENGR Senior Design) in their final term of working on the capstone (which may or may not be the graduation term). **Students should enroll in their capstone course in final term of their capstone project, since faculty mentors submit final grades for capstones and verify their completion at the end of that course.**

**Why?** Capstones are required for Honors graduation because these projects are the culmination of each student’s Honors undergraduate experience and the foundation for their future work. Honors capstones offer professional training, opportunities to shape graduate school essays and publications, and evidence of independent initiative. Capstone mentors provide students with detailed recommendation letters, reliable advice about how to structure and complete their projects, connections to other professionals in their fields, and insight into the pursuit of professional goals.

**How?** While this question might initially seem overwhelming, the HONR 3900 course and this handbook—along with Honors faculty, staff, and peers—help students to break down the capstone process, gain confidence, and create projects they are proud to call their own. Our goal is not just to dare students to complete capstone projects, but to prepare them to meet that challenge successfully. Honors also supports capstone work financially: students can **apply** for up to $500 per term to support research, service, and creative work and up to $1000 one time for approved study abroad.
**Required Parts of Every Honors Capstone**

Honors capstones allow students to make and share research and creative discoveries with the help of faculty mentors. To that end, all Honors capstones include the following parts:

**Research and Creative Work**

Research and creative work require students to ask questions, seek knowledge and understanding, and share ideas with others. Honors capstone projects allow for curiosity and discovery through a range of activities, including lab work, field research, creative projects, professional apprenticeships, archival investigation, and close reading of literature. Students and faculty mentors work together to determine the final product that best meets discipline-specific norms and expectations (e.g., co-authored (or individual) publications, engineering or other discipline-specific data-analysis reports, business plans with professional analysis, argumentative thesis writing, and performances or other creative productions with thoughtful process analysis). Students then communicate their findings publicly through events such as poster sessions, conferences or research/creative symposia, and capstone project defenses. To help students understand the place of their own research and creative work within their disciplines, they typically create annotated bibliographies or literature reviews with the help of their faculty mentors; students should format all citations correctly, according to the accepted standards of their disciplines. This work is begun during the writing of the Honors capstone proposal and then typically polished, extended, and included in the capstone itself. Students whose research involves animals or human subjects (e.g., work with laboratory animals or human subjects and/or distribution of surveys) often need approval from the Institutional Review Board and/or the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Mentors and students should work together early and consult these websites for more information:

[IRB Basics: Getting Started](#)
[Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee Information](#)

**Faculty Mentoring**

All Honors students create a capstone committee that includes a primary faculty mentor and at least one additional faculty member who must both approve the final project. The second committee member is often the Departmental Honors Advisor in the student’s or the primary mentor’s home department, but if the DHA is a student’s primary faculty mentor, another faculty member must also serve on the committee. Students may add a third member in a field related to the project’s topic, if they so choose. The role of primary faculty mentors is crucial: they work closely with students, helping them to focus and refine their capstones, develop realistic timelines and work plans, understand and address research and writing challenges, and revise, polish, and present their final products. The nature of this role demands that all primary Honors capstone mentors be full-time USU faculty members with a terminal degree or appropriate credentials in the major field (appropriate degrees or credentials may vary by field). Visiting or part-time instructors may serve as capstone committee members, provided they are available for the duration of the project; graduate students may not serve on an Honors capstone committee. The responsibilities of each person on the committee are laid out on pages 9-13 of this handbook.
**Honors Capstone Proposal**

Prior to enrolling in an Honors capstone course (typically HONR 4900 or ENGR Senior Design) in the term of capstone completion, students should enroll in HONR 3900, a one-credit class that supports them as they begin thinking about capstone projects. The course requires students to read past proposals, capstones, and reflections on the process, define their own projects, start forming a committee, and complete (with mentor help) and submit an Honors capstone proposal. Students who choose to work with a professor on an existing research project may quote and cite briefly from that mentor’s research proposal in their own Honors capstone proposals, but they must very clearly define their own roles in such projects and distinguish their words and roles from those of the mentor. Please carefully follow the guidelines on the proposal form. In addition, if a student’s major or minor requires all students to complete a non-Honors senior capstone course, Honors students may use that work as a starting point for an Honors project that deepens and extends the regular capstone experience in the major. With the help of their mentor, who may or may not be the instructor of that departmental capstone course, Honors students must articulate clearly and specifically in their Honors capstone proposals how their Honors projects will extend substantially beyond the work of the regular capstone experience in the major.

**Honors Capstone Work Plan**

The work plan adds detail and specifics to the general timeline that students submit with their capstone proposals and is thus due as soon as possible after earning Honors approval of the proposal (by early in the term before capstone completion and graduation). Work plans should include specific dates for completion of each part of the research, every submission of a draft to specific committee members, all planned mentor meetings or progress updates, the public presentation or defense, the submission of the final draft to the committee, and final delivery to Honors.

**Final Product**

All capstones involve research, in the broadest sense, and thus ask students not only to seek knowledge but also to communicate that knowledge to others. The final product, in whatever form(s), must be high quality work that makes both student and mentor proud. Students and faculty should allow plenty of time for multiple drafts, rehearsals, tests, revisions, etc. Future students and faculty will examine this work as a model, and Honors therefore approves only Honors capstone proposals and projects that clearly demonstrate the value and possibilities of such projects.

Just as the pursuit of knowledge may involve various types of work (laboratory, library, field, creative, analytical, or experiential), the resulting final product and public communication can take various forms. Final products should meet discipline-specific norms and expectations (e.g., co-authored (or individual) publications, engineering or other discipline-specific data-analysis reports, business plans with professional analysis, argumentative thesis writing, and performances or other creative productions with thoughtful process analysis). Public presentation of the work often occurs at events such as poster sessions, conferences or research/creative symposia, and capstone project defenses. In some cases (particularly with creative work), the final product is primarily the public presentation of the project (a show, performance, or organized event).

**Length, Content, and Word Count:** Students and faculty should consider the role of writing itself in the research/creative work as they determine the appropriate final product(s) for each project. Honors capstones that include material in addition to writing (experiential or field data, laboratory results, mathematical calculations, performances, photographs, art) must also include analytical,
process-oriented writing (typically at least 5,000 words). Such word counts are guides; any discipline-appropriate body of work (including professional portfolios of artistic documentation, scientific diagrams, comparative charts, mechanical plans, or mathematical work) may be acceptable if the mentor and committee agree that the project represents substantial work in the field and serves the student’s present and future goals. In capstones taking the form of a thesis analyzing textual or archival materials, writing itself is the primary final product; these projects are typically the length of a publishable manuscript (about 10,000 words). Because academic standards vary across disciplines, mentors and students should discuss expectations as they design Honors capstone proposals. Suggested minimum word counts typically do not include bibliography, supplementary material, or appendices, unless that material is central to project documentation.

Capstones in the Major, Group Projects, and Honors (ENGR and some other majors): If a student’s major or minor requires its own non-Honors senior capstone experience, Honors students must clearly indicate within the final product itself and articulate in their reflection how their Honors capstone project exceeds and builds upon the requirements of the standard major’s capstone. Students who complete a capstone paper for a course in the major can either 1) complete a separate Honors capstone on a different topic, or 2) identify an aspect of their capstone in the major that they would like to explore in substantially more depth and greater detail. DHAs and other faculty mentors can help students to meet Honors requirements, in addition to the requirements for all students in the major.

Students completing group capstone projects in engineering or other fields cannot simply submit the group project re-formatted for Honors. Instead, they must do one of the following: 1) take the lead organizational and writing roles on a project and clearly define how those roles went beyond the requirements of the major, or 2) identify a part of the project that they would like to explore further and complete the additional work for that exploration alongside the group project (submitting both). Again, DHAs and other faculty mentors can help students to organize/expand projects in these ways.

Reflective Writing

All capstones include a detailed reflection (1000-1500 words) on the process and value of completing the project, submitted with the capstone to the entire committee. This reflection is the last in a series of reflections that define Honors work. Honors students learn throughout the program to articulate the value of their educational experiences and to tell the story of their intellectual development.

Honors capstone reflections are different and distinct from the required writing that comprises the body of the capstone itself. This difference is crucial: the capstone writing analyzes and presents the research or creative work of the project; the reflective writing articulates the value and meaning of the capstone experience. Reflections should articulate the problems, challenges, and triumphs involved in completing the capstone, and they often offer specific advice to future Honors students.

Great capstones achieve all of the following learning outcomes, and their reflections articulate both the method and the value of meeting each outcome:

1. Create a capstone experience for the student’s undergraduate education
2. Add substantially to the student’s overall education and/or future goals
3. Build a positive, meaningful mentor relationship in support of the student’s education and/or future goals
4. Deepen the student’s research experience within the major
5. Require critical thinking about topics in that major
6. Broaden the student’s experience across disciplines (sometimes in more obvious ways than others, but students should always think broadly about the impact of their work)
7. Engage the student in the local or global community (again, this engagement might be more (in a service-learning capstone) or less (in a more traditional thesis) obvious, but students should always reflect on the impact their work might have on others)

**Course Credits/Hours of Work**

Honors students should register for Honors capstone credit (typically three credit hours) in the term that they plan to complete the project, since their mentors will grade the finished capstone in that term. Most students register for HONR 4900, but they may also enroll in an approved (by committee and Honors Program) independent-study course in their majors, if necessary. Honors recommends registering for three credits to ensure that students complete approximately nine hours of work per week, including meetings, research, planning, project construction, and writing in their completion term. Please remember that most students spend time on research and/or creative work prior to this final semester, and they should therefore discuss the project timeline with their mentors early in the capstone process (i.e., during the proposal stage). Ultimately, the number of credits for the final capstone course is negotiable, depending on each student’s schedule and needs, but the overall amount of work is not. Capstone projects require at least as much time for students to finalize and write as an entire course in their completion term, but the work is focused on the management and completion of one substantial project, often over the course of at least a full year.

**Public Presentation**

All Honors capstone projects must be presented publicly at a conference, campus research symposium, public defense/discussion, performance, show, or other appropriate venue, and students must document that presentation by submitting a signed Verification of Honors Capstone Public Presentation form along with their capstone. In special cases of artistic performances, shows, major service projects, or extensive organized events, the public presentation of the project will actually be the final product of the capstone process. In such cases, a detailed professional portfolio of artistic or other relevant documentation can serve as the record of this crucial public presentation. In all cases, faculty mentors should help students to find the most appropriate venue for public presentation of their work and to document its completion. Spring graduates may participate in USU’s Student Research Symposium on campus in April, while fall graduates may choose to present at the Fall Research Symposium. Like faculty mentors, the University Honors Program is committed to helping students arrange public presentations, but it is the student’s responsibility to seek this support and guidance. Honors offers financial support of up to $500/term for presentation at off-campus venues; students must apply for this funding.

**Digital Commons**

All Honors capstone projects are archived in the Merrill-Cazier Library’s Digital Commons, as well as in the University Honors Program’s records. Before graduating, students must submit a signed Electronic Capstone Approval form, which either grants permission to publish the project in Digital Commons or requests an embargo or delay of posting in Digital Commons if their research is in the process of publication or is restricted by copyright or patent. The Honors Program must have this form on file before any capstone project can be made available on Digital Commons. Outstanding projects in Digital Commons may be used as examples for future Honors students preparing to complete capstone projects.
Finding a Topic

While it is important for students to find a topic that engages and inspires them to take ownership of their capstone project, topics often grow organically out of mentoring relationships and develop over time. As students imagine possible topics, they should look back at some of the academic questions and ideas that have excited or perplexed them during their time at USU. They should also carefully consider what might help them to take steps toward their long-term personal and professional goals. Students should remember that there is not one perfect capstone waiting to be discovered by each Honors graduate; the journey is often at least as important as the subject matter of the project. They should also be aware that topics can (and often do!) change and develop as students and faculty mentors collaborate. Students do not need to submit a new capstone proposal unless the topic changes enough that the faculty mentor and DHA believe that a new proposal is necessary to define the parameters of what has become a substantially different project than the one initially proposed (See FAQs on p.17).

The following tips might help students to find a topic as they embark on the capstone journey:

- Consider every class assignment, research opportunity, study abroad experience, internship, and co-curricular activity as an Honors “Dare to Know.” Take the dare by getting excited about ideas, developing academic passions, and exploring new interests wherever possible.

- Keep a journal or file of intriguing ideas, which might occur in classes, Book Labs, conversations (with peers, professors, or staff), or extracurricular activities. No engaging idea is insignificant, and a pattern of academic excitement just might emerge.

- Build strong relationships with professors in classes and through research and creative work. Then choose a faculty mentor—or a few possible mentors—whose classes or research/creative work have made an impact on you. Discuss with that mentor your own ideas or the possibility of becoming an apprentice on the mentor’s research or creative work.

- Consider final products that might be most useful in moving into a future career, graduate school, or other life goals, and talk to professors about how to create such products.

For students, the most important part of deciding on a capstone idea is talking with people whose ideas and research they admire and respect. Students can explain their own ideas and listen carefully to the responses of their respected mentors. Such conversations can turn thoughts or excitement into concrete research plans. It is normal for students to struggle as they begin to consider capstone ideas, but this struggle can be productive: the very act of exploring interests and ideas with other people through conversation leads to new connections and an ability to describe academic passions more fully and clearly. If students are willing to listen and observe others, opportunities often arise. Choosing a mentor first can even create a place on an existing research project. The role of research apprentice can lay the groundwork for future original research or creative project management. Remember that the capstone is just the first of many future projects that students will almost certainly be called upon to lead, manage, and complete. We recommend that students just get started, following their passions and interests through conversation and research into a project idea.
Building a Mentoring Committee: Members and Responsibilities

Committee Members

Every Honors student’s capstone committee consists of at least two different professors: the student’s primary faculty mentor and a Departmental Honors Advisor (DHA) in the student’s or primary faculty mentor’s home department. If the mentor and DHA are the same, students must add a second faculty member with useful expertise. Any student may add a third faculty member to the committee if they see a need for additional expertise. The Honors Program Executive Director also reads each final capstone to ensure a high level of achievement across the program as a whole.

Students should choose their faculty mentors carefully. Mentoring an Honors capstone project is a lot of work, but most faculty enjoy working with passionate students who share their academic interests.

Because professors are much more likely to agree to mentor the capstone project of a student who has proven themselves to be curious, passionate, or otherwise engaged with the field, students often find a primary faculty mentor in one of three ways: 1) by explaining their interests to the DHA, whose knowledge of faculty research/creative interests in the department might help to connect students with mentors; 2) researching faculty interests and then finding connections between those interests to their own project ideas; or 3) building several close working relationships with professors over time, demonstrating their ability in classes, research projects, Honors Mentoring Agreements, and departmental clubs or organizations that collaborate with faculty.

When choosing a second (or third) faculty committee member, students can continue to consult with their DHAs, whose understanding of both their disciplines and Honors makes them a great resource in building a committee. Students who have difficulty identifying faculty for these roles should make advising appointments with both their DHAs and the Honors Academic Advisor.

Brief Overview: Responsibilities *(Please see more detailed descriptions of student, faculty mentor, committee member(s), and University Honors Program responsibilities on the following pages.)*

Students are responsible for building a committee that consists of at least two faculty members, completing an Honors capstone proposal, submitting an Honors work plan, meeting all project deadlines, communicating regularly with committee members, arranging and documenting a public presentation, and formatting and submitting the final product according to Honors guidelines.

Faculty mentors are responsible for guiding students in proposing projects and developing work plans, mentoring research/writing processes, and ensuring high-quality work within the discipline.

DHAs ensure that the student is aware of and meeting both Honors requirements and disciplinary standards, and they approve each step in the process. An optional third (or alternative second, if the DHA and mentor are the same) committee member can add another kind of expertise to the project. This committee member shares the review and consultation responsibilities of the DHA but is not responsible for communicating Honors requirements to either the student or the faculty mentor.

The University Honors Program provides guidance in HONR 3900, communicates with and supports students and faculty mentors, and ensures that all Honors capstone projects meet program standards and deadlines and thus merit the award of the student’s final capstone Honors points.
**Student Responsibilities**

**COURSES AND ADVISING:**
- Enroll in HONR 3900, a one-credit pass/fail course that asks students to read sample capstones and proposals, identify topics, find faculty mentors, finalize committee membership, and submit an Honors capstone proposal. Students who cannot complete this course meet with an Honors Advisor a year before capstone completion to schedule the appropriate preparation and training.
- Enroll in HONR 4900 or other Honors-approved capstone course (ENGR Senior Design) in the project completion term. Pass any required non-Honors major capstone courses first.
- Schedule an Honors Graduation Audit with the Honors Academic Advisor by the third week of the term before graduation to assess Honors points and map a path toward graduation with Honors.

**PROPOSAL:**
- Working with faculty mentor, complete an Honors capstone proposal following required format, including required deadlines and brief annotated bibliography or relevant resources (ENGR or industrial projects). Submit to committee and revise to earn full committee approval with signatures.
- Upload signed, completed proposal to Honors Canvas course; secure final approval from Honors by the beginning of the term before capstone completion/graduation.
- In rare cases, if a project changes in fundamental ways, students may need to submit and secure approval for a new proposal, at the discretion of the faculty mentor. No major project changes may be made after the second week of classes in the student’s final capstone/graduation term.

**WORK PLAN:**
- Complete and upload an approved, signed work plan, using the proposal timeline as a starting point. Include a detailed list of deadlines for research/creative work, draft submission, updates to DHA/committee, regular (twice/month) meetings with mentor, and public presentation time/place.
- Plan must include key dates, particularly submission of final draft to DHA and any other committee members (one week before the last day of classes), public presentation/defense (by the last day of classes), and final deadline to Honors (one week after the last day of classes).
- Agree upon work plan with mentor and DHA/committee members; upload signed form and plan to Honors early in the term before graduation or as soon as possible following approval of proposal.

**PROFESSIONALISM AND DRAFTING:**
- Follow the work plan in a timely and professional manner.
- Apply for appropriate research or travel funding to support the project (e.g., Honors Research and/or Study Abroad funding, URSTE grants, USUSA support, departmental or college funding).
- Discuss any proposed changes to work plan or deadlines with faculty mentor well in advance of those deadlines; failure to do so might jeopardize Honors graduation.
- Submit to mentor all required drafts of the project and revise as instructed.
- Proofread and edit carefully. USU and/or STEM writing tutors can help with this work—start early.
- Submit final draft to the DHA/committee one week before the last day of classes. Revise as instructed.

**PUBLIC PRESENTATION:**
- Arrange for public presentation of the project. Students should decide on the venue and make all arrangements, with mentor/Honors support. Public presentation or defense must be completed and documented by the last day of classes in student’s final completion/graduation term.

**FINAL PRODUCT:**
- Make all revisions suggested by faculty mentor, DHA, and/or other committee members.
- Submit the final product to Honors no later than one week after the last day of classes (see p. 16).
- The final product should be carefully proofread and formatted, and it must include both a signed an unsigned Honors Capstone Cover Page, a reflection and author bio, Verification of Honors Capstone Public Presentation, and Electronic Capstone Approval (see Honors website).
**Faculty Mentor Responsibilities**

**COURSES:**
- Work with students enrolled in HONR 3900 to finalize committee membership and to draft and polish an Honors capstone proposal.
- Serve as faculty mentor and instructor of record for HONR 4900 or other approved Honors capstone course (ENGR Senior Design) in the completion term. If students are required to complete a major capstone course, help them understand how the Honors capstone adds to and extends that work.

**PROPOSAL:**
- Mentor student in shaping capstone idea and writing the proposal. Ensure that the student follows proposal format, including a basic list of deadlines and brief annotated bibliography or literature review. The proposal should meet your standards for high-quality work in the discipline.
- Remind student of proposal deadlines: submit to Honors by end of HONR 3900 and secure Honors approval early in the term before capstone completion/graduation.
- In rare cases, if a project changes in fundamental ways, students may need to submit and secure approval for a new proposal, at the discretion of the faculty mentor. No major project changes may be made after the second week of classes in the student’s final capstone-completion/graduation term.

**WORK PLAN:**
- As soon as possible after proposal approval, work with the student to create a more detailed capstone work plan, building on the timeline in the proposal. Include specific deadlines for research/creative work, writing and draft submissions, reports to DHA/committee members, regular (usually at least twice monthly) meetings with faculty mentor, and time/venue for public presentation.
- Ensure that work plan includes all key dates, particularly submission of mentor-approved final draft to committee/DHA (one week before last day of classes), public presentation/defense (completed by the last day of classes), and final Honors deadline (one week after last day of classes).
- Prompt student to seek work plan approval from DHA/committee member(s) and then to upload the plan to the Honors Canvas course *early in the term before graduation or soon after proposal approval*.

**PROJECT OVERSIGHT:**
- Communicate with the student about the professional importance of following the work plan.
- Encourage the student to apply for research/travel project funding (e.g., Honors Research and/or Study Abroad funding, URCO grants, USUSA support, departmental or college funding).
- Students may not change deadlines without securing mentor approval well before the deadline they propose to change. **If students miss two deadlines or ask for frequent, disruptive changes to the work plan, mentors should notify the Honors Program immediately.**
- Require several drafts of the project and give the student prompt, detailed feedback. Final mentor-approved draft is due to committee *no later than one week before the last day of classes in final term*.

**PUBLIC PRESENTATION:**
- Discuss with the student possible venues for public presentation and encourage application, as appropriate, for Honors, university, and departmental travel funding. Public presentation or defense must be completed and documented *by the last day of classes in the student’s completion/graduation term.*

**FINAL PRODUCT:**
- Ensure that the student has made all of the committee’s required revisions and that the final product represents high-quality Honors work in the discipline. **Insist on proofreading and editing.**
- Communicate with student about final deadlines and requirements: students must submit carefully proofread and formatted final products, reflections, bios, and forms (see p. 16) to Honors *no later than one week after the last day of classes in the term of graduation.* **Sign only once read/approved.**
Departmental Honors Advisor/Committee Member Responsibilities

Committees may consist of 2-3 faculty members, depending on student and project needs. DHAs from the student’s or mentor’s home department typically serve as a second committee member, although some departments share this work among a select group of Honors faculty members. If the mentor is the DHA, the student must add an additional committee member. While secondary committee members should have detailed knowledge of Honors, students and mentors may add tertiary members who bring additional expertise.

COURSES:
- DHAs are responsible for meeting with students enrolled in HONR 3900 and helping them to identify suitable faculty mentors, finalize committee membership, and review capstone project requirements in this handbook and on the Honors website.
- Students enroll in HONR 4900 or another approved course (ENGR Senior Design) for Honors capstone credit in their term of completion/graduation; substitutions require the entire committee’s (and Honors) approval.

PROPOSAL:
- Read proposal promptly once mentor and student complete it; a signature indicates approval, so committee members may offer feedback and should sign only once required changes are made.
- Support student in meeting proposal deadlines: students must upload proposals to the Honors Canvas course and secure Honors approval early in the term before capstone completion/graduation.
- In rare cases, if project changes in fundamental ways, students may need to submit and secure approval for a new proposal, at the discretion of the faculty mentor. No major project changes may be made after the second week of the student’s final term.

WORK PLAN:
- Verify that work plan includes a timeline for regular updates to committee members on project progress and all key dates, particularly submission of mentor-approved final draft to committee (one week before last day of classes), public presentation/defense (by last day of classes), and final deadline to Honors (one week after last day of classes).
- Suggest changes and sign/approve plan; students should upload to the Honors Canvas course soon after proposal approval, as early as possible in the term before capstone completion/graduation.
- DHAs/committee members may choose to require students to submit a draft or drafts to them; please build due dates into the work plan.

PROJECT OVERSIGHT:
- Meet with the student as requested and indicated in the work plan. DHAs and committee members are not responsible for initiating meetings.
- DHAs/committee members who require drafts are responsible for returning prompt, detailed feedback, as indicated in the work plan.
- Expect to receive the mentor-approved final draft of project one week before the last day of classes.

PUBLIC PRESENTATION:
- Discuss with the student and mentor venues for public presentation and encourage application for appropriate funding from Honors, USU, and department/college. Public presentation or defense must be completed and documented by the last day of classes in the student’s completion/graduation term.

FINAL PRODUCT:
- Ensure that the student has made all of the committee’s revisions and that the final product represents high-quality Honors work in the discipline. Insist on proofreading and editing.
- Communicate with the student about deadlines and requirements for final product, which must be proofread, formatted, and submitted to Honors with all forms one week after the last day of classes. Sign only once read/approved.
University Honors Program Responsibilities

The Honors Program takes an active role in preparing students for capstone work but does not then oversee each project. Instead, required Honors Program approval ensures that all projects meet Honors standards.

COURSES AND ADVISING:
- Each term, Honors offers HONR 3900, a one-credit (or audit) pass/fail course that requires students to read completed Honors capstone proposals, projects, and reflections; decide on a topic; find a faculty mentor; finalize committee membership; and submit an Honors capstone proposal.
- Students enroll in either HONR 4900 or another approved course (ENGR Senior Design) for Honors capstone credit in their final completion/graduation term; Honors advises students to take any required non-Honors capstone course in the major before enrolling for Honors capstone credit.
- Hold an Honors Graduation Audit with the student by the third week of the term before graduation to assess Honors points and map a path toward graduation with Honors.

PROPOSAL:
- The Executive Director is responsible for final approval of the Honors capstone proposal and communication with faculty mentors about requirements and next steps. Students must earn Honors approval by the beginning of the term before capstone completion/graduation (fall or summer).

WORK PLAN:
- Honors archives capstone work plans and shares them with students and faculty.
- Honors staff members ensure that work plans are submitted soon after proposal approval (early in the term before graduation) and notify students and mentors if deadlines are missed.
- Once work plans are submitted, Honors verifies that they include key dates for submission of mentor-approved final draft to the committee (one week before the last day of classes), public presentation or defense (by the last day of classes), and submission of revised final project to Honors (one week after the last day of classes).

PROJECT OVERSIGHT:
- Honors staff members are available for individual consultations to answer questions about the capstone process and to provide support, as requested, to Honors students, faculty mentors, DHAs, and committee members.
- Honors guarantees timely review of applications to the Honors Research and Study Abroad Fund and supports students in applying for other funding.
- Honors staff members communicate with students about upcoming or missed deadlines, as appropriate.

PUBLIC PRESENTATION:
- Upon request, Honors can assist students in finding appropriate venues for public presentation and funding travel to off-campus presentation locations through the Honors Research Fund. Public presentation or defense must be completed and documented by the last day of classes in the student’s completion/graduation term.

FINAL PRODUCT:
- Honors refers students to USU and Science Writing Centers, which can help students to edit, proofread, and format the final project. Honors staff members then ensure that students submit a high-quality project by the deadline (one week after last day of classes) and include with the project the signed Honors Cover Page (indicating that mentor and committee members have read and approved the project), reflection and author bio, Verification of Honors Capstone Public Presentation, and Electronic Capstone Approval (see Honors website).
- The Honors Program Executive Director reads all capstone projects to ensure that they meet or exceed program standards and signs the cover page to indicate final program approval.
Checklist: Steps in the Honors Capstone Process

- **ENROLL IN HONR 3900** at least one year before capstone completion/graduation. Students in some disciplines requiring significant laboratory research, focused fieldwork, or practicum work/student teaching may have to enroll sophomore year in order to complete their capstone projects. Students who cannot enroll must meet with the Honors Academic Advisor at least a year before graduation to create a capstone plan.

- **SUBMIT HONORS CAPSTONE PROPOSAL**, either as the final assignment of HONR 3900 or independently (for students not enrolled in HONR 3900), by the beginning of the term before completion/graduation.

- **COMPLETE ANY NON-HONORS MAJOR CAPSTONE COURSE** by the term before capstone completion/graduation (ask the Honors Academic Advisor and/or DHA about timing). Students ideally complete such courses before HONR 4900, since Honors capstones often build on or expand the work of a major capstone.

- **SUBMIT A DETAILED WORK PLAN** as soon as possible after earning Honors approval for the proposal, early in the term before completion/graduation.

- **COMPLETE AN HONORS GRADUATION AUDIT** with the Honors Academic Advisor by the end of the third week in the term before graduation. The audit identifies remaining Honors requirements, and the advisor helps create a plan for meeting them and graduating with Honors.

- **FOLLOW THE WORK PLAN**, submitting drafts to the mentor with plenty of time for revision.

- **ENROLL IN HONR 4900** or other Honors-approved Honors capstone course (ENGR Senior Design) in the term of project completion. Honors will set up HONR 4900 sections with the faculty mentor as the instructor of record to facilitate end-of-term evaluation.

- **SCHEDULE PUBLIC PRESENTATION OR DEFENSE** (See deadline for completion below.)

- **SUBMIT FINAL, MENTOR-APPROVED DRAFT TO DHA/COMMITTEE MEMBERS** no later than one week before the last day of classes in the student’s completion/graduation term.

- **DEFENSE AND/OR PUBLIC PRESENTATION** completed by the last day of classes in the student’s completion/graduation term and verified with signatures on the **Verification of Honors Capstone Public Presentation** form.

- **SUBMIT FINAL APPROVED CAPSTONE TO HONORS** by no later than one week after the last day of classes in the student’s completion/graduation term. Details for submission below.
Important Formatting Guidelines

Because disciplines have different standards and conventions, capstone projects do not all look the same. Below is the standard structure of an Honors capstone. Students should organize their projects in this recommended order, unless their faculty mentors decide that another discipline-specific format is more appropriate. All capstones must include REQUIRED sections indicated in BOLD.

1. Title page (REQUIRED, not paginated—see [template]): Include signature lines for all committee members (mentor, DHA, other committee members) and the University Honors Program Executive Director. Please spell all names and titles correctly.
2. Copyright notice (recommended – not paginated): Honors recommends that students include the copyright page as the first page in any submitted document unless the research is subject to provision of research contracts, patent rights, or other agreements made by the student or faculty mentor with USU. Faculty and students should be aware that all capstone projects submitted to the Merrill-Cazier Library are for public use. Students should include a copyright notice immediately following the title page. This page should not be numbered; center the notice on the page and format it as follows:

   Copyright 2023 Student’s Name
   or
   © 2023 Student’s Name
   All Rights Reserved

3. Abstract (REQUIRED: begin pagination here with lower-case Roman numerals—e.g., i, ii, iii...): The abstract is typically 250-500 words summarizing the project’s research question, methodology, and results/conclusions. An abstract is designed to help readers understand quickly and efficiently what the project does: please include any crucial part of your project (thesis statement, hypothesis, etc., depending on your field). See [USU Digital Commons] for examples.
4. Dedication/preface (optional – continue Roman pagination): usually very brief, e.g., “For my family.”
5. Acknowledgements (REQUIRED: continue Roman pagination): Students typically thank their faculty mentors, any members of their research teams, their departments and colleges, and anyone else who has supported the project. They often thank organizations that helped fund any part of the project (USUSA, URCO, the University Honors Program, departments or colleges, etc.). They may also add personal acknowledgments (e.g., support from spouse, family, friends), as desired.
6. Table of Contents (recommended – not paginated itself; may be brief for some capstone projects): Indicate major sections of project and beginning page numbers, including chapters and appendices or, at a minimum, Final Written Product, Bibliography, and Reflective Writing sections.
7. List of Tables, Figures, Photos, Definitions, etc. (recommended if project includes such information: not paginated itself): Include page numbers on which tables, figures, or photos appear.
8. Final Written Product (REQUIRED: begin Arabic (1, 2, 3) pagination): Must be completely edited and free of errors. Include word count of this section, if applicable, on the final page (see pp. 5-6 of this handbook for requirements).
9. Reflective Writing (REQUIRED: continue Arabic pagination): Include word count and see p. 6 of this handbook for requirements.
10. Endnotes (optional, depending on bibliographic style: continue Arabic pagination): Not necessary if using footnotes or if not including any notes.
11. Bibliography or Works Cited list (highly recommended but guided by discipline: continue Arabic pagination): Typically, at least 15 sources that the paper quotes or uses as background, formatted correctly according to disciplinary conventions.
12. Appendices (optional, depending on project: continue Arabic pagination for cover sheets or any included pages): If project includes non-written materials, please include those materials in this section using Box or YouTube links, photos, charts/tables, etc.
13. Professional Author Bio (REQUIRED: continue Arabic pagination): Written in third person, this paragraph includes student’s major/minor, college academic accomplishments, and future plans.
Capstone Submission Instructions

All capstone forms are fillable PDFs that work only when downloaded to a computer and filled/signed in Adobe Acrobat. All students and faculty can download this software without costs by requesting a license for Adobe Creative Cloud through USU’s Information Technology Department.

Students submit their capstones by sending two important email messages to honors@usu.edu.

1. **MESSAGE #1:** Sent by regular email, this message should include **FOUR** separate PDF documents, as described below. Do not submit these documents with the Big File Transfer of your capstone project (message #2).

   - **The Electronic Approval Form** must be completed and sent as a distinct document. Please name this PDF file as follows: “Last name, First name_TERM YEAR_Electronic Approval Form” (Note: change “TERM YEAR” to “SPRING 2023” or appropriate graduation term.)

   - **The Capstone Cover Page** must be delivered as two distinct files, labeled “Last name, First name_TERM YEAR_Capstone Cover Blank [or Signed]”:
     - One copy with no signatures for Honors and USU records
     - A second copy with all signatures except that of the Honors Program Executive Director will need electronic signatures from your capstone mentor, DHA, and any additional committee members. Please send the form and ask them to sign electronically with Adobe Acrobat once they approve the project. Students may also request physical signatures, when possible.

   - **The Honors Presentation Verification Form** indicates successful completion of your required public presentation or defense of the capstone project and must be completed and sent as a distinct document. Please name this PDF file as follows: “Last name, First name_TERM YEAR_Presentation Verification Form.”

2. **MESSAGE #2:** Using the Big File Transfer system, please send to honors@usu.edu your complete capstone including all sections (except the cover page, sent in message #1) listed in the “Important Formatting Guidelines” on p. 15 of the Honors Capstone Handbook. Remember that all **bold** sections are required. Please name this PDF file as follows: “Last name, First name_TERM YEAR_Capstone.”

   Please follow the detailed capstone formatting guidelines on p. 15 of the Honors Capstone Handbook and in Canvas. Before you send your completed capstone to USU Honors, confirm that you have followed all formatting instructions and that all required sections are part of your PDF document.
Frequently Asked Questions

Are students required to complete their Honors capstone projects in their majors?
Designed as the culmination of every Honors student’s undergraduate educational experience, the Honors capstone project usually focuses on some area of interest in the student’s major (or sometimes minor) field, although a related project focused on a passionate interest is acceptable. This choice allows students to develop close professional relationships with faculty in their academic disciplines or an area of particular interest. Because interdisciplinary learning is central to the Honors experience, students may also choose to pursue interdisciplinary projects, provided these projects extend disciplinary knowledge in meaningful ways. Students working in disciplines outside their majors often choose to add the DHA from the faculty mentor’s home department, rather than the DHA from the student’s home department, to the capstone committee.

Can students submit for Honors credit work completed in a major capstone or other course?
USU’s Academic Honesty/Integrity policy emphasizes the academic dishonesty of recycling, with minor additions or changes, a paper already completed and submitted for a grade or Honors in Practice work already submitted for Honors points. A student who proposes to add a different introduction or a longer conclusion, more examples, or illustrations to an existing paper is certainly not proposing anything that can be considered the capstone of an Honors education; such work is therefore unacceptable. However, a capstone project that builds upon and extends a student’s past work in new and deeper ways is indeed the capstone to an undergraduate education. Students often develop capstone ideas from successful Honors Mentoring Agreements (contracts), which students can productively use to test ideas and complete preliminary research in their areas of interest. Similarly, a required non-Honors capstone course in the major often allows a student to complete a chapter, portion, or starting point for an Honors capstone. Students completing group capstone projects in Engineering or other fields may include the group project as part of their Honors capstone, but they must also do one or both of the following: 1) take the lead organizational and writing roles on a project and clearly define how those roles went substantially beyond the requirements of the major, and/or 2) identify a part of the project that they would like to explore further and complete the additional work for that exploration alongside the group project (submitting both).

What if students cannot complete all of the work described in their Honors capstone proposals?
As students work on their capstone projects, they will almost certainly find that the project changes and develops in unexpected ways. Such changes are part of the research and creative processes and should cause no concern, so long as the project continues to grow and progress. As students complete preliminary research and creative work, they often collaborate with their faculty mentors and committee members to narrow or refocus the project as necessary. Similarly, if students discover that essential materials or equipment are unavailable, they can work with their mentors and committee members to modify the project appropriately. It is always acceptable for students to shift the focus of the project if they do so with the help of their mentors and with the agreement of all members of the Honors capstone committee. If students and committee members cannot come to an agreement about how to modify a project, the Honors Program Executive Director can help the group to find a solution. If the project changes in fundamental ways, students may need to submit and secure approval for a new Honors capstone proposal, at the discretion of the faculty mentor; such changes must earn approval of the entire committee, as well as Honors. No substantial project changes may be made after the second week of the student’s final term.

What happens if a student fails to complete the Honors capstone project?
Students graduate with Honors only if they complete their capstone projects, and the Honors Program makes every effort to help students succeed. In extenuating circumstances when students cannot complete their projects and graduate with Honors, the program tries to mitigate the negative impact of this decision on the student. Students who cannot finish the project should 1) immediately notify the Honors Program and Executive Director of the decision, and 2) attempt to withdraw from 4900 or other Honors capstone course. If students can no longer withdraw, the Honors staff will work with the student and the faculty member to allow the student to pass the class without completing the capstone project and graduating with Honors.
Resources and Assistance

Advising: Make an appointment to talk with the Honors Academic Advisor or a peer advisor.

Scholarships: Please see the Honors website for a complete list. Scholarships specifically designed to support students working on capstones include the following:

- **Helen B. Cannon and Lawrence O. Cannon Awards**: These $1500 scholarships are awarded to two outstanding juniors preparing to complete capstones in the coming year. One scholarship goes to a student in the humanities, arts, social sciences, business, or education; the other is awarded to a student in science, technology, engineering, or math. The awards committee reviews capstone plans, achievements in Honors, and future goals. Spring and fall graduates are welcome to apply by FEBRUARY 1.
- **Morse Scholarship**: This $500 scholarship is awarded to an outstanding junior with financial need who is working toward graduation with Honors in the coming year. The awards committee reviews capstone plans, achievements in Honors, and future goals. Apply by FEBRUARY 1.
- **Honors Research/Study Abroad Funds**: Students may apply for up to $500 per term to support research, conference travel, or other scholarly/creative activity and up to $1000 one time to support study abroad. Honors accepts applications on a rolling basis.
- **Undergraduate Research and Creative Opportunities (URCO) Grants**: Many Honors students apply for and win UCRO grants for their capstone research. URCO deadlines are October 15, February 15 and June 15; more information is available on the Office of Research website.

Community Spaces and Resources: Honors students are invited to relax in our small student lounge (LLC A, Room 112) and to make use of these additional resources:

- **Honors Capstone Archives**: Honors projects completed since 2009 are available through USU Digital Commons. If you are interested in a particular pre-2009 capstone, please contact the Honors staff to make a request.
- **Library Computer and Study Room**: Honors students enjoy exclusive access to the Joyce Kinkead Honors Study Room (334H) on the third floor of the Merrill-Cazier Library. The room features computers and is open during regular library hours. Honors students can contact honors@usu.edu for the access code to the study room. We encourage students working on capstone projects to use this resource.
- **Honors Capstone Support on Canvas**: Honors creates and maintains a Canvas support course for all students working on capstone projects. All students who earn final approval on their Honors capstone proposals are automatically added to this cohort. Students may chat with peers, ask Honors staff specific questions, and find information about upcoming deadlines and opportunities in this course. Honors also holds regular cohort meetings and lunch Q&As for this group.

Writing and Editing: Honors encourages students to make use of tutors in the USU Writing Center and the Science Writing Center, who are trained to help improve student writing at any level, from a paper for an introductory course to an Honors capstone project. While writing tutors can help students learn to proofread and edit effectively, the students themselves MUST do this polishing work on their capstone projects themselves and submit a polished, high-quality final product.
Examples of Outstanding Capstones

These projects are available in the Honors Archive or in Digital Commons (2009-present). Please notice that some of these capstone projects have been published (citations and links included).

College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences

Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
- Michaela Brubaker, “Fermentation of Prebiotics in Whole Food Powders by Probiotic Lactic-Acid Producing Bacterial Strains to Identify Symbiotic Combinations,” Spring 2019.

Applied Economics

Applied Sciences, Technology, and Education

Landscape Architecture

Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Plants, Soils, and Climate

Caine College of the Arts

Art

**Interior Design**

**Music**

**Music Therapy**

**Theatre Arts**

**Jon M. Huntsman School of Business**

**Accounting**

**Economics and Finance**

**Management**
Data Analytics & Information

Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services

Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Kinesiology and Health Science

Teacher Education and Leadership

Psychology
- Audrianna Dehlin, “Young Women’s Sexist Beliefs and Internalized Misogyny: Links with Psychosocial and Relational Functioning and Sociopolitical Behavior,” Spring 2018.

College of Engineering

Biological Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Electrical and Computer Engineering

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Anthropology

English

History

Journalism and Communication
Political Science

Sociology

Language, Philosophy, and Communication Studies

S. J. and Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources

Watershed Science

Wildland Resources

College of Science

Biology

Chemistry and Biochemistry
- Autumn Slade, “Caffeine and Acetaminophen Concentration and Other Water Quality Parameters Along the Middle to Lower Bear River,” Spring 2017.
- Jamie Kingsford, “Spa47 is an Oligomerization - Activated Type Three Secretion System (T3SS) ATPase from Shigella flexneri,” Spring 2016.

**Computer Science**

**Geology**

**Mathematics and Statistics**

**Physics**
Advice from Past Honors Students

Most Honors students find the capstone to be an incredibly rewarding experience. Designing and managing a project and gaining the respect of admired professors is often the high point of an undergraduate career, and these projects help students to achieve their future goals. Students use their capstones as writing samples for graduate-school applications, evidence of project-management skill in job applications and interviews, and examples of the kind of work they can do.

Many of our graduates advise students to pay particular attention to these five areas in the capstone process:

1. **Develop relationships with your professors.**
   Professors can help you find projects you are interested in, connect you to opportunities and resources, provide expert feedback, and serve as valuable mentors. Capstone mentors can write particularly strong, specific recommendation letters because they know you and your work very well.

2. **Gain practical experience.**
   Capstones allow students to put knowledge into practice and learn to navigate real-world situations. As you prepare for and complete the capstone project, think about—and pursue—practical experiences that will help you reach your personal and professional goals in the future.

3. **Explore and refine possible capstone topics.**
   Honors Mentoring Agreements can help you discover topics that you are passionate about and can serve as springboards to your Honors capstone project. They can also introduce you to potential faculty mentors and give you experience that will make your capstone project stronger.

4. **Seek out an internship or study abroad.**
   Internships and study abroad experiences will help you discover your interests, gain valuable personal and professional skills, and make important connections. Honors Research and Study Abroad funding can help support these experiences, so remember to apply for financial support.

5. **Present or share your work.**
   Presenting your work at a conference or other public forum gives you the opportunity to gain valuable insight from professionals in your field, share your knowledge with others, and refine your communication skills. Honors Research Funding can help support this work, and your mentors can help you find opportunities to present or share your work with others.